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SUMMARY 
This rport outlines the flightconditions that are 
usually.çritical in determining the design of ..
 eom.oments 
of an airplane which affect its stability and control 
characteristics.
	 The wind—tunnel tests .nec.e.sary:tp. 
de t ermine the pertinent data for these conditions are 
•ind i cated, and the methods of computation used .totrans—.:' 
- late these data into characteristics which define the 
flying qualities of the airplane are illustrated.
 
•NTROD UOTION .. 
•	 The developthentof'flyingqual±ties specifications 
(references..1 .
 2. , ,. and..3) has established specific criteria 
• with which the characteristics . of'an . air p lane-normally will 
be compared. The problems posed in the preliminary design 
of an airplane is the determination of which of these 
criteria •i 1 influence the design of the various components 
of the airiDlane that affect, the stability andcontrol char—
act eristi'c.s, a,rd the magnitude of theeffect • '. : As an aid in 
t .his.design pi. obiem, iiethpds: have. •be.en developed by which 
the daa, , ob.t'airT.ed from wind.tunnelt•ests of powered models, 
can be tans1at,ed.'iiit6 flying—qualities 'characteristics 
observable in flight tests ( in the terms in which the fly-1 n,,,,— 
qua4ties  specifications are written)
	 Application of hese 
methods to sic 'dif'f:erent , airpl.anes has indicated that the 
same r-equireinents . r.epres,eIlt the critical conditions on all 
•	 conventfónal airplanes, and that if these conditions are met,
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it will follow that the remainder of,t .he specifications will 
be satisfied. , By permitting concentration on these few con-
ditions, a considerable simplification of the design process 
results. 
It is the purpose of this report to outline the critical 
conditions for each component of the airplane, to indicate 
the wind—tunnel tests necessary to determine the pertinent 
data, and to illustrate the methods of computation used to 
translate these data into characteristics which define the 
flying qualities of an airplane, 
DISCUSSION 
The flying—qualities requirements can be stated under 
three major headings: 
1. Stability shal,l exist under specified, conditions. 
2. Control shall exist under spe'cified condition, 
3. Control forces shall be kept withi.n specified limits. 
Each of these, requirements is, to some extent,. contradictory 
to the other two and, furthermore, airplanes now have 'been 
developed to such size and powers that the attainment of 
all three requirements is quite difficult.
	 Hence, despite 
the fact that from the ultimate flying—qualities standpoint 
it is desirable to satisfy some of the requirements by as 
ample a margin as possible, the designer normally will find 
it expedient to base his original design on small margins, 
in order ,to minimize-the difficultyof compromising-con-
flicting requirements..' If this is not done for one require-
ment, the attainment of the other'two by normal means may be 
impossible 
To illustrate.this point, the horizontal tail on a 
typical high—powered, single—engine airplane must be the 
smallest which will.give the required stability in a rated—
power climb, and the elevator must be the smallest which will 
give the required control in landing, 'in order to keep the 
balance requirements for low control forces in accelerated 
maneuvers within reasonable limits.. With regard to wing di-
hedral, care must be tak•en not to exce'd the amount required 
for the maintenance of lateral stability in the low—speed, 
high—power condition where the dihedral effect will be
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minimum, or excessive dihedral effect will, result at 
high speeds. The size of the rudder must 'be limited to 
the smallest that will give adequate. control in order to 
keen the udder-pedal forces within the required limits. 
If it is assumed that the pelithihary design has been 
completed on the above basis, it will be the function of the 
first wind-tunnel tests to obtain data frbm which any re-
adjustments of the airplane components., necessary' to secure 
satisfactory characteristics, can be determined
	 As con-
ceived herein, the .first series of wind-tunnel tests would 
be restr'icted to the critical conditions with regard to 
each characteristic. A series of tests sufficiently com-
plete to,
 form a basis 'for a mo'e general flying-qualities 
prediction, or an analysis of secondary effects, would not 
be made until the changes shown to be necessary b"the 
first series of tests had been incorporated in -the model. 
An outline for such a pe1iminary series of tests' as just 
discussed is given in tables I, II, and III' for a ingle-
engine airplane and in, tables ' 1, II, and IV.for a t•rin- 
engine airplane. An attempt has been 'ria'de to make these 
tables self-explanatory when considered in the light of a 
flying-q,uali,tie specification (references 1, 2, and 3). 
Figures 1 to 16 present a typical set' of results.. The method 
of tran,ating the ind-tunnel results into the terms of.the 
flying-oualities specification is outlined on these figures.
 
The choice of critical'
 conditions' and the tables 'have 
been made after a detailed study of the characteristics of 
3 typicl single-engine air p lanes and 3. twin-engine airplanes 
_! _!2_2p!U!. In each case it was 
found that if the 10 major points as outlined,'were satisfied, 
the other characteristics 
.
called. for in the flying-qualities 
specifi'catins would be met, It is believed that this con-
clusion 'will be similar for other conventionalairplanes. 
Each of the 10 items listed in the tables is directed 
toward , l major variablee' in the airplane design. Thus, in 
the usual case
 
Horizontal tail size will be determined 'b ' item I 
- ' Elevator size will be detêrmied by item II. 
Elevator balance will be determined, by item III. 
Minimum dihedral will be determined by'item Ill.
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• Maximum dihedral will be determined by iteth V. 
AI.leron size will be determined by item VI. 
Aileron balance will be determined by item VII. 
Vertical tail size will be determine, by item VIII 
Rud.er size. will be determined by item IX, 
Rudder halance wfll be determined, ,. by Item X. 
Obviously there is a closer intirelation among the charac-
t, erist,ics than the above listing implies, and important 
change;s can be required after consideration of Usecondaryfl 
variales. However, to a first approximation the variables 
listed will establish the airplane stability and control 
characteristics after the ±'irst'ba.sic arrangement of wing 
and fuselage is established.. Changes in other features 
of the ai,rilane components will normally be in the nature 
of refinements, rather than major changes. 
The surface deflect ions given in the text are only 
representative values corresponding to the range of deflec-
tions needed in ascertaining the flying qualities of the 
airplanes upon which the study has beeki baséd
	
An optimum 
selection can be best determined from . a cuzsory examination 
of the basic runs with control surfaces neutral, with due 
regard for the maximum deflections upon which the dsign is 
based. It will be noted that tail off runs are called for 
in the tables only when they are necessary for the computa-
tion of the flying qualities. However, in order to provide 
dathich will aid in any necessary redesign,'the addition 
of a tail-.off run for other test conditions is considered 
desirable,	 . .	 . 
A typical set of data as obtained from the runs called 
for on the tables is shown in the figures, and the cross 
plots and computation methods necessary to reduce these data 
to the form of the flying—qualities characteristics are out- 
lined. As in the table, these figures are intended to be 
in such, detail as to require no further explanation. In the 
computation procedure certain simplifications and assumptions 
have been made, but itis believed. .that all, factors which 
will bear an ithportant influence on the final result have 
been included. 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Moffett Field, Calif.,
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APPEND TX 
SYMBOLS 
8	 deflection of control surface 
Aa	 change in angle of attack at wing due to ground 
effect or change in angle of attack (over aileron 
station) due to roll 
change in downwash at tail due to ground effect 
Amt  change in angle of attack of tail due to ground effect 
change in angle of attack of tail due to induced angle 
in accelerated flight 
O LW lift coefficient of wing and fuselage (exclusive of tail) 
1t	 angle of incidence of tail 
C h	 hinge—mrnent coefficient 
angle of yaw 
angle of sideslip 
- 
T	 propeller thrust coeff i cient = Thrust
PV 02 
C	 yawing moment due to sideslip 
C	 rolling moment due to sideslip 
01	 rolling moment due to rolling 
C a rolling moment due to aileron deflection 
P	 stick force, 'pounds 
i	 indicated airspeed 
tH	 length from center of gravity to 25 percent M.A.C. of 
horizontal tail 
n	 normal acceleration
6	 i'TACA ARR No. 4D29 
g	 acceleration due to gravity 
P	 rolling velocity, radians per second 




a L	 left aileron 
ap	 right aileron 
t	 tail 
NOTE: Stability axes hive been used in the presentation 
of the data 
Positive deflection of control surface is in the di- 
rection which will produce a positive force (not necessarily 
a positive moment),
,
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